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The research 

This session is based on my experiences of working in a wānanga (TWWoA) for 

approximately 18 months, but based upon experiences of working with Māori postgraduates 

students for approximately 14 years as colleagues and students and in multiple roles. I have 

worked in a consulting role to TWWoA since 2005 and acted as a critical friend for their 

PBRF submission in the 2006 round by being part of an external panel reviewing their staff’s 

evidence portfolios (EPs) and research outputs. I have also been an adjunct professor there 

since 2010 and acted as an external quality assurer of their Professional Doctorate in 2012. In 

2013 I returned to Aotearoa/New Zealand to take up a leadership role in the School of 

Indigenous Studies (SIGS) leading the PhD and then co-leading the Doctor of Māori and 

Indigenous Development and Advancement degrees. 

 This session is not based on a formal research processes, it is more of a sharing of 

experiences of working in bi-cultural ways supporting Māori postgraduate students and 

colleagues to successfully collect their postgraduate qualifications (at masters’ and doctoral 

level). I offer advice working collaboratively and being culturally relevant and responsive. 

The things I have learnt through working closely with Tangata Whenua are that relationships 

matter, and that the face seen is the most important. One must but upfront and honest and 

genuine in upholding the Pākehā end of the partnership in terms of Te Tiriti o Waitangi. It 

has been my experience that some Māori based on historical issues of Pākehā-led research 

‘on’ ‘them’ rather than ‘with’ or ‘for’ in genuine partnership are understandably deeply 

sceptical of researchers that are non-Māori. They are also quick to ascertain who genuine 

Tauiwi partners are and suspicious of those wanting to assist and evalangelise for their own 

benefit not those of Māori people. In my experience successful supervision of Maori 

postgraduate requires several key ingredients: 

1. The importance of the positive relationship – which is a two way process 

2. Cultural safety issues – making sure that students are well supported culturally by 

Maori co-supervisors or advisors (and also for yourself as Pākeha too) 

3. Being prepared to walk the journey alongside the students 

4. Challenging the students to think beyond Western research paradigms and draw more 

on Indigenous knowledges. 

These and other issues will be discussed in the session.  

Topic importance 

This topic is important for all non-Indigenous scholars wanting to work with, or who are 

already in the process of working with Māori as tangata whenua in bi-cultural ways 



supporting colleagues professional development as they do their mahi. It is offered to assist 

Tauiwi in developing good practices in working with tangata whenua and negotiating 

culturally relevant practices both face to face and online. 

How the session is run 

The session will be essentially workshop style beginning with an opening series of statements 

and provocation then interactive workshops with peers. I will provide scenario on cultural 

safety issues in supervision and then allow small groups to discuss these issues and report 

back to the wider group. 

I will provide participants with copies of my powerpoint a range of interesting 

websites and links to resources with Indigenous students that I have found helpful in my 

career. 

 


